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CHAIRMANS CHAT March 2022
Thoughts of Covid and the present Russian conflict are never far from our thoughts
but particularly in view of the many different opinions of both I shall keep quiet about
both. However, it is ironic that lee than two months ago I was getting messaged from
United Utilities begging us to save water because of the dry January and preceding
months. And look at it now! Rain, rain and yet more rain and cold to boot. This wet
weather does nothing to encourage us to take our vehicles out or do some work on
them. This morning my wife asked about our water butts which are full to overflowing but I was able to assure her that both of them have overflow units fitted. I have
not looked at the reservoir capacities for our area but I wouldn’t mind betting that
they are well full. Having watched the news they are going on about, quite rightly, the
flooding and potential flooding of a number of areas of the country including areas of
Manchester. We have recently returned from a week in Southern Spain where the sun
shone each day but they have a chronic water shortage due to lack of rain.
I meant to say in the last issue that the Club’s Insurance has been renewed at the same
premium as three years ago. I am pleased at that bearing in mind that most things
these days cost more but the renewal of my BMW from SAGA has come through at
£100 less than last year.
The Annual General meeting went as expected with no hiccups and the formal club
documentation has been sent to Companies House by David Rainsbury for which I
thank him and has been accepted by them so there is no need to send me a file to escape from prison. At the meeting Dave Rawson was persuaded by Mike Coffey in the
usual manner to come onto the Committee and take over the role of Commercial Vehicle representative from the late Dave Bowden. Dave Rawson has been seen at many
club shows with his red Fordson truck. At the AGM, I was pleased to appoint
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Jane Harrop into the Hall of Fame for her outstanding work in preparing the 30 years
commemorative booklet and for looking after the Club Website.
We are still looking for an assistant editor to help Chris Parr in in the role of magazine
editor, a position which needs to be filled. I look forward to hearing from anyone interested in this position, please. We are one of the few clubs who still produce a magazine and in the words of David Rainsbury, helps keep members in touch with what is
happening particularly during this present epidemic.
With the present scam situation, and I am sure we all are most careful in that respect, I
am advised that anything coming through the post or delivered otherwise, should have
all evidence of your name and address removed and cut up which includes all bar
codes and those squiggly things which all contain a load of information about you.
For next month at our club night, we have the now legendry Ed Burke rocker box racing event. I am told that this has now spread worldwide in epic proportions to New
York, Karachi and Sydney to name but a few. We have the usual cups for various categories and we look forward to a very interesting event. Time now to get your rocker
box entries up and running and hopefully we will see a few new ones. In the past
some of the entries have been very fast and one or two have lost wheels etc, not to
mention any names.
As always that concludes my ramblings for this month and look forward to an excellent rocker box event on the 16th.
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Editorial
Not good news, a letter from Tina, Hope Show organizer, as below:Dear Friends,
I really don’t know how else to address you as over the last 26 years as organiser of the show I have come to know and respect many of you as
friends.
The COVID pandemic has caused the cancellation of both 2020 and 2021
shows and I’ve been promising that we will bounce back better than ever in
2022. Sadly this will not happen as the Derbyshire Events Safety Advisory
Group (DESAG) have placed such stringent requirements on all major
events in the Valley that a number of carnivals and shows in the area are being cancelled. The medical requirements alone would cost the club thousands of pounds and this is before the security and traffic management/
policing costs have been addressed.
As a club we have never viewed Hope Show as a money making event, just
wanting to cover the outlay for the following year’s event and enough to
make a donation to the Club’s chosen charity, this year would have seen us
make an unsustainable loss.
So, it is with the heaviest of hearts that I have to say the show is cancelled
for 2022, possibly indefinitely as I can’t see DESAG ever pulling back from
their current stance. It really is like a bereavement, the loss of a dear friend. I
may have only seen you all once a year but that’s more often than many of
us see some of our relatives!
With love,
Tina, Bob, and the rest of the S&H team.
The Travellers would just like to add how much we have enjoyed hosting
the event over many years, and also very sad for it not to be happening.
We would like to thank you all for coming over the years, and hope to see
you passing by in the future.
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MG Catch up.

Graham Scattergood

Hi Gang
I hope you are all well and have weathered the recent storms safely.
Last month saw the AGM and whilst the attendance was down on pre Covid times,
and a stormy evening’s weather, there was a reasonable turn out and after a trouble free meeting all in attendance enjoyed a fabulous hot pot.
The February run was unfortunately cancelled due to the horrendous weather conditions we’ve had to endure in recent times but hopefully we will get to enjoy the
run at a later date.
Mike Coffey has stepped in, temporarily, with Chris, to try and find out what shows
are likely to be going ahead this year, and I am sure that details from them will be
made known as and when the info is available. (See note regarding Hope Show in
Editorial Section, Ed)
I have managed to have our Peaks and Dales charity run advertised on the MGOC
website and I am looking forward to it being a well supported and a great event this
year.
March sees the rocker box race night back after its enforced sabbatical and I am
sure Ed will make it a fun night and maybe this year its MG’s turn to win !
I am proceeding with a heater upgrade for my B and have received the upgraded
fan, matrix and new foams to carry out the installation. I must say that my first impressions of the parts is very positive as they seem to be of very good quality. The
proof of my confidence will become evident, when I come to fit it all, with 42 year
old screws and fittings to contend with not to mention some of the access. For those
who may be contemplating this upgrade or even those who have braved it in the
past any tips will be welcome. I will update my findings on the installation and the
improvement in heater efficiency in a future report
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An update on the MGB60 event at Gaydon in September is that all 400 priority
parking places in front of the museum have gone so only general parking is available and as its a combined effort organised by MGCC and MGOC they are hoping to
break the 3000 entries target on the day. Merchandise bundles and individual
items are available along with tickets of entry from British Car Museum, Gaydon
cost of entry I believe is £14.50 but issue of tickets has been spasmodic due to web
page problems which have been ongoing for some time but hopefully will have
been resolved as you read this.
If any members have any snippets or items of interest to add to forthcoming reports I would be only to pleased to hear from you !
That’s all for now, stay safe, and keep it on the black stuff !
Graham
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Calling All Cars, Bikes & Commercials also
Collectively, the members of H&H CVC have a notable range of
cars, motor cycles and commercial vehicles. This isn’t just across the
age spectrum, it also includes vehicles that could once be seen everywhere and every day and those that were always rare and/or exotic. A spin around the vehicles on display at last year’s Club Show
would seem to emphasise this fact. So, we have a collection of (now
rare) vehicles that members are proud to own, have probably lavished hours of attention on (and no doubt loads of money too!) but
about which perhaps little is really known outside the owners family.
Talking to members and owners at the show, it became apparent
that each vehicle was not only cherished but also had an interesting
history behind it – perhaps a ‘barn’ find, a long and painstaking restoration/rebuild or simply ‘one owner from new’. Surely these are stories worth the telling to a wider, and certainly interested audience?
So what’s this all about then? Basically, Chris Parr and I would like
to hear from members about their vehicles, the history behind them
and the story of how they came into that member’s ownership. It
doesn’t matter what it is so long as it has a story to tell that can be
written up and published in the magazine (along with an all important
front-cover photo of course).
If you have something that you’d like to share with other interested
members then please make contact with Chris Parr, our Editor,
through the club’s email address, hhcvc@yahoo.co.uk, and arrangements will be made to take things forward, so that an article can be
written up on your behalf, and published in the magazine.
Keith Yates

A young crook convicted of 74 car offences was sentenced by a court in November
1903 to ….. Free driving lessons at the expense of the tax payer! As one Conservative
MP put it, ’We’ll be giving cat burglars free tuition in absailing next.’
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THE TRIUMPH TR1
It a myth that the Triumph Roadster of Bergerac fame was the TR1. It is not. The Triumph Roadster was an extremely successful 1800cc sporting car but not a sports car.
The Roadster was a very successful essentially a two/three-seater with a front bench
seat, column gear change and with a dickey seat in the rear for two persons and was
built in the time of the Mayflower and Renown saloons which were introduced immediately after WW2 in 1946. Initially the Roadster had a Jaguar 1796cc engine but was
later changed to the Standard/Triumph 2088cc engine. The Roadster was theoretically
discontinued after the launch of the TR1, but three prototypes of the successor were
built which were known as the TRX,
and were totally hydraulic in their operation. These cars had the look of the
Roadster but were very rounded in
style. Two of them still survive today in
the same ownership, the second one
being found in a scrapyard and was restored by the owner of the first car. I
believe that the fate of the third car is
unknown. I saw one of the two earlier
cars in 1976 at a Triumph show in the
Midlands.
During the first weeks of 1952 the TR1 project got underway and the one and only
prototype was shown at the 1952 motor show. At the time the designer, Walter Belgrove, was subject to severe financial restrictions as had been happening since WW2
and was pressurised to use as many existing Standard-Triumph parts as possible, a
practice which continued through the life of the company until its doom in later years.
In the original concept an obsolete flying nine chassis was used, there being several
hundred such frames ‘lying around’.
The original design still using a modified flying nine chassis and was intended to be of
a traditional design somewhat like the Morgan and MGA cars. Sales of the MGA at
that time were rocketing and the recently appointed Sir John Black felt the need for
Standard-Triumph to climb on the bandwagon with a low sports car having an open
top. The TR1 had Triumph Mayflower suspension which featured independent coil
spring suspension and a rear axle, again from the Mayflower, but with a slightly reduced track. Interestingly enough, I always thought this type of suspension first appeared in the 1962 Ford Cortina but as has happened before, Triumph had many ‘first’
in design like airflow ventilation which was first used in the TR4 of 1961, some years
before Ford ‘invented’ it in the Mk 1 Cortina.
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TR 1 Continued

The engine in the TR1 was the renowned Standard Vanguard unit from the
Standard Vanguard saloon which was the famous wet liner engine, developed
from the Ferguson Tractor, built and designed some time earlier. The only other
company to use this type of engine was Citroen in the Traction Avant series of
cars which were built from the late 30s and in to the 40s and 50s. The front of
the car was very similar to my TR2 but featured tear drop front side lights fitted
to the top of the wings. The rear was however a totally different story.
The car was, again due to the very stringent chassis restrictions, much shorter in
length and had no small rear passenger seat as fitted to the last TR2 production
run and into the TR3. The TR1 had an exposed sloping spare wheel arrangement
which was fairly traditional at the time and virtually no boot at all. At the time
Ken Richardson who had been hired by Triumph from BRM test drove a TR1
and called it a death trap. It was not particularly fast or stable and the prototype
was scrapped and development of its successor, the TR2 took place during the
winter months of 1952/53. I did read, several years ago, that a reproduction of
the original car was to be undertaken through the TR Register, of which I am a
member but I believe that did not happen. The development of the TR2 is another story from the history books but the original prototype was restored by the TR
Register and is still shown at shows today.
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Anthony Boe

March 2022

All The Car You Need (And Then Some)

The French equivalent of an MOT is a Contrôle Technique or CT for short, and the
pass certificate lasts for two years. Having witnessed one wherein the DS passed its
test, it's a fairly rigorous process. That said, the sympathetic tester did seem to 'help'
the D to get through its exam, at least to my untrained eyes. He was clearly a fan of
old Citroëns.
A CT was a little too testing for our 20-year-old Honda Accord, which didn't benefit
from the nostalgic feelings generated by an old French voiture. After the Honda's
long tenure on salty UK roads, it had too much corrosion to be deemed roadworthy
for French use. It's a massive shame for a car that had sentimental value and was still
a reliable runner. Even at the end, when it went to be recycled, it motored to its doom
in fine style.
We knew this would be the likely outcome, so we decided to bite the bullet and invest
in a new car. We did consider a secondhand model, but they are costly in France, so
we thought what the hell and opted for something with a 'new car smell'. So what reasonably priced conveyance did we choose? A Dacia Sandero Stepway, that's what.
But it took an age to arrive due to the semi-conductor drought of 2021.
In the UK, people may still be a little sniffy about these low cost motors (except, perhaps, James "good news" May). Maybe, for image-conscious Brits, they're seen as a
bit bargain basement in the same way as early Datsuns or Skodas.
But in France, they're everywhere. I'd estimate between 10 - 15% of the cars on the
road is a Dacia. It's easy to understand why when you know behind the shield-like
badge are well-proven Renault mechanicals. Indeed, Renault Groupe has owned Dacia since 1998, and they even market some Dacia models under their master brand in
none-European markets.
Since its formation in 1966 as Automobile Dacia S.A in communist Romania, its history has played out like other eastern European car brands as they edged gradually
towards western markets. Dacia set off building Renaults under license, beginning
with the Renault 8 and 11 models (including the sporty Gordini 1100S). However, the
firm drifted away from Renault's influence in the eighties as they developed more
bespoke models such as the Nova and a remarkable 8-seater called the 1310 MaxiBreak. More practical was a series of well-liked and rugged flatbed pick-ups.
Dacia soldiered on as a cold war survivor until Renault Groupe acquired the brand.
This coincided with the commissioning of the game-changing Logan model launched
in 2004. This car, based on the versatile Nissan/Renault B0 platform, helped build
the Dacia brand into the powerhouse we know today. The mark l Sandero and Duster
models were also derived from this chassis.
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This is a well-tested approach for former soviet bloc manufacturers such as Škoda and Lada.
They would minimise tooling and development costs by licensing sound if outmoded, western car models that they would adapt and construct for the local market.
And when the yoke of communism lifted, mainstream western brands were free to acquire
these firms to take advantage of experienced, low-priced labour and ready-made factories.
The big OEM's now routinely use these hubs to develop decent, lower-spec’ cars that are
essentially discount versions of the premium brand. It's been a lucrative strategy for firms
like VW and PSA as they looked to garner an increased share in world markets.
With Renault's technical know-how and clever marketing that’s an unashamed pitch to the
budget car buyer, Dacia has established itself as a credible manufacturer of cheap but defiantly cheerful cars.

Our 2021 Sandero Stepway is a mini SUV based on Nissan/Renault’s CMF-B LS platform.
It has a turbocharged, one-litre, three-cylinder engine that should deliver 50 mpg on average.
Yes, it may be a little plastically in places but juxtapose that against the things you get.
There's
a touchscreen with iPhone integration, cruise control, anti-collision sensors, Eco.
driving system, auto lights and windscreen wipers; best-in-class carry space and, thankfully,
air conditioning — essential for southern France.
We'll need to live with it for a while to see how it hangs together in prolonged use. Let's see
what happens over the medium term, especially after a thrash or two on the Autoroutes, but
at this early stage, we're delighted with our new Sandero Stepway. With a bit of luck and the
kind auspices of the benign French weather, it'll serve us well for a good few years to come.
In summary, it's all the car we need (and then some), for relatively little money.
Until next time, happy classic car motoring, everyone!

You can read more of Anthony’s car-related writing at his blog:
sylvianscribblings.blogspot.co.uk
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Two French Fancies – What Are The Chances?
Firstly and to digress from the main point of this piece, I have to say that I’ve
been really enjoying Anthony Boe’s regular reports about the French classic
car scene. The French have contributed significantly and in so many ways to
the history of motoring and still have some of the oldest and most respected
makes/marques (eg. Renault, Peugeot & Citroën) in the World today. They
have also, over the years, given us some great and memorable cars that
were mostly designed, built and sold to the public as ‘cars for the people’ and
‘for the guy in the street’. Amongst many and as examples, Renault gave us
their 4CV, R4, R5 (the first ‘super-mini) and R16 whilst Peugeot came up
with the ‘tough as old boots’ 403, 404 and 504, the lovely looking 504 Coupe
and the pretty little 205 hatchback. Then we have the innovation of Citroën
and its Traction Avant, almost unique 2CV, the GS and the jaw droppingly
gorgeous DS – a car that was like a space ship when it landed in front of the
public in 1955. All of these were/are very good cars in their own rights and
classes however, none of them are particularly expensive or exotic – the
French don’t seem to get particularly enthused by expensive exotica – but
they were all well engineered and served their owners very reliably for many
years.
So and to get back on track, Anthony’s reports reminded me of a trip to
Wales that Judith and I had made during Aug-21. It had been decided (with
Covid’s agreement!) to have a family gathering in the lovely little ‘book’ town
of Hay-On-Wye. This was to celebrate one of those ‘big’ birthdays for our
younger daughter and our son-in-law. Anyway, several years before I’d visited Hay for the first time and, as one would expect, not only did I buy a load
of books but also managed to spot several very interesting cars. The best
spot and top trumps for the day had been a fabulous Citroën SM. Unusually,
this hadn’t been on the back of a tow-truck but actually making progress on
the road and with its Maserati V6 engine working and putting out a meaningful noise. So, for me, the Aug-21 visit was one to really look forward to as a
family get-together/celebration but also with some anticipation of book finds
and car spotting. It didn’t disappoint. Returning to the French car theme,
here’s a couple of rare French fancies and modern classics that I spotted.
Both appear to be being used as everyday cars and both were parked up
just around the corner from each-other.
In general I’m of course referring to the Peugeot 205. Most car people will
recall this little gem of a car and if you were/are into 80/90’s hot hatches,
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then the Peugeot 205 1.9 GTi was a serious contender and could easily hold
it’s own with any of its rivals. Quite a rarity on UK roads however, was the
205 Cabriolet and that’s clearly what these two cars are. I’ve no idea how
many 205 Cabrios are left in the UK (let alone Cabrios that are still on the
road) but, as I referred to in the title, what are the chances of spotting two, on
the road, in a small Welsh town and within about 200yds of each other?
The first of these cars is a May 1993 registered (K reg) 205 CJ 1360cc convertible. It is MOT’ed to Sept-22 and has about 92K miles on the clock. A
good paint buff and a set of GTi alloy wheels would really transform this car
into a head-turner.
.

The second car Pictured below is a Feb-90 registered (G reg) 205 1360cc
cabriolet. MOT’d at the time, it has about 152K miles on the clock.

Til’ next time Keith Yates .
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The 2022 H and H CVC International Rocker Box Racing Championship
Now, hope you’ve all been concentrating on your Rocker Box Racers (working away
in these cold winter months.) Making sure they run straight, true, and are very fast.
You need to make sure that yours travels the furthest distance.
As most members are aware, the March club night is the Rocker Box Racing night.
The idea is that Simon Isles, Craig Isles and myself (Ed Burke) will arrive early say
6:30 to set up the track for say, an 8:15 start.
If anybody needs to try their car they can have a run down the ramp (once set up) on
their own, so as not to give anything away, reference, speed etc..
Once the event starts at around 8:15, two cars will be placed on the top of the ramp
and aligned down the track, the cars will then be held there by the starter, until the
catchers or owners are at the finish line.
Once they are there, the starter will let the cars go. First across the line wins, and it
will receive a winners ticket, if it’s a draw both cars get a winners ticket. If neither
car makes it, the one travelling furthest gets the winners ticket.
The cars will be separated at the end of the runs into winners and losers.
Once everybody has had a go, the winners will stand to one side, and all the losers
will run off again, against each other just as above.
In this heat each loser will be knocked out and the winners will keep returning to the
start for another run, until the last one left is declared the winner of the losers
(WOL). The WOL will then join the winners group, and we will repeat the same
exercise for this group, until an overall winner is declared.
Three prizes will be presented by the Judge one for the overall winner, one for the
best dressed racer (the car not the person) Finally, the ‘Piston Broke Trophy’, for the
person who’s had the worst luck.
See you there.
Ed Burke.

For Sale
1951 Austin J40 pedal car — £3500 or
nearest offer, will be on the stage at the
Clubs Rocker Box Race Night
Pete Norbury. 07940 652719
Based on the A40 Devon of that era, hence
the shape of the bonnet, later ones were
based on the A40 Somerset which has a
less pronounced bonnet. These were made
from the offcuts from the cars being made
at Longbridge at a New factory employing
ex Miners in Bargoed South Wales
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Forthcoming Events
March

Wed 16th - Rocker Box Race Night with Ed Burke

April

Wed 20th - Talk from Ken Coxey on Model Engineering

May

Sun 24th - Drive-it-Day
A run finishing at Dagfields Crafts & Antique Centre, Nantwich.
Wed 18th - Presentation from Hearing Dogs for the deaf

June

Wed 15th - Noggin & Natter (Pre P&D Charity Run)
Sun 19th - Peaks & Dales Charity Run.

July

Wed 20th - Club BBQ

Aug

Wed 17th - Noggin & Natter

The Treasure hunt will now take place in September.
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The Magazine Cover Picture is that of Keith Yates’ Mini, that you’ve read so much about.
(Mini break to Mini Issues.)
Committee Continued from back of front cover.
Associate members
- Company Auditor

David Rainsbury

Hall of Fame Award Recipients:2012 - Chris Parr
2014 - Bob Plant
2015 - Ray Etchells
2016 - Fred Dean
2020 - David Bowden

Vehicle Valuations for Insurance - Contact Mike Coffey - 01298 27424
mick.coffey1@talktalk.net

Club email address - hhcvc@yahoo.co.uk
Contributions for the Magazine in by 1st of the month please.
Please note that the opinions of the Editor and any Contributors are not necessarily
those of the Chairman or Directors of the Club.

Subscription Payments by Bank Transfer
National Westminster Bank
Account N° 40512746 Sort Code 01-05-51
Or contact Graham/Jean Knowles 0161 439 2106
Cheques should be made payable to
H&H CVC Ltd.
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Commercial Full page - £60.00 for 12 months
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